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UNIT
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accept
activity
adventurous
aggressive
amusement park
amusing
apologize
arrogant
atmosphere
attend
awesome
back up
bad-tempered
best friend
beverage
birthday
bowling alley
bookfair
buddy
busy
caring
celebrate
chit-chat
close
come over
cool
count on
cultural
customer
deadline
decide
dessert
determined
eat out
enemy
event
excuse
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List

exhibition
expect
fair
family tie
faultless
friendship
generous
get on well with somebody
go for a walk
have things in common
helpful
honest
in advance
inform
instrument
interest
invitation
jealous
join
laid-back
lead
lentil soup
local
loyal
main dish
mate
mean
meatball
memory
music band
opportunity
organize
per
phobia
plant
primary school
proverb

quotation
receiver
refuse
regularly
relationship
reunion
salad
secret
self-centered
share
similar
slumber party
sneaky
soup
stubborn
stuffed
support
supportive
tactful
take order
text
theatre
thriller
together
tonight
tournament
trait
tram station
trust
truth
truthful
twirl
understanding
unreliable
until
vacation
waiter/waitress
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1

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the phrases shown in the pictures.

Alicia and Miriam have been very good friends and housemates for years and they get on well with each
other. They also have a lot in common and they like doing a lot of things together. The very first thing they
love doing is just sitting at home and (1) ............................... . They talk about their friends at school and
their family problems. Sometimes they (2) .........................., and their favorite is animations. Although
they are 19 now they still love them. At the weekends they (3) ................................ together; most of the
time jogging in the park. They also like (4) ..................................... and buying fashionable clothes. They
both like rock music and they are fond of (5) ............................. to watch their favourite music band’s
live performances. On Saturday evenings they prefer (6) ............................. at home, because they like
being social. They have lots of friends and they invite them to their house. They like trying new tastes
so once every week they (7) ............................. at different restaurants. Of course it is not always the
fun part that they are sharing, when they are in the exam week, they (8) .................................. . When
Spring Break comes, they take their backpacks and (9) ................................. in nature. They both hope

4

their friendship will go forever because they really like being together.
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For the questions (1-5) choose the best option to fill in the blanks.

Amy is ten years old and she studies at primary school. She is always alone at school because her
friends don’t like her a lot. It is mainly because she is too (1) ............................. ; she only thinks
about herself. For her the most important thing in the world is herself. What’s more she is quite
(2) ............................. , she gets angry very quickly and she starts shouting at her friends. Her friends
think that she is (3) ............................. too, she is never honest to people about her real opinions and
feelings. However, she has some positive traits too, she is very (4) ............................. , if she decides
on something nothing can stop her from achieving it but she can be very (5) ............................. while
doing this. For example, if one of her friends gets a better grade then her, she becomes moody. It
seems if she doesn’t try to change herself she will never have any friends around her.
1.

A laid-back 			

B self-centered 		

C loyal 		

D stubborn

2.

A bad-tempered

B selfish 				

C arrogant

D adventurous

3.

A mean 				

B tactful 				

C sneaky

D aggressive

4.

A laid-back 			

B fair 					C supportive

D determined

5.

A sneaky 				

B arrogant 			

D helpful
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Match the pictures with their definitions.

C jealous

1. a display or exhibit of books typically by a group of publishers
or bookdealers for promoting sales and raising interest
2. a room or building in which people play the game of bowling
3. a commercially operated place having various devices for 		
entertainment such as a merrygo-round and roller coaster
4. a public showing as of works of art or objects of 				
manufacture
5. an overnight gathering especially of teenage girls usually at
one of their home

5
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Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words.
WORD FORMATION

n

nou

1. help / helpful

4. truth / truthful

Catherine is a .................... girl, she is always 		
there when I need her .................... .

b
r
e

2. trustworthy / trust

adjective

a) It is very difficult for me to .................... 			
people so it takes a long time to be good

Dogs are known to be the most .................. of all
animals, they don’t leave their owners even 		
when they are dead. Their .................. is said to
come from their ancestors which were actually
wolves.

b) Alex is a ......................... man, he never talks 		
about people’s private lives and he never lies.
3. reliable / unreliable
a) Internet provides a huge source of 				
information and knowledge however you need
to check if it is ........................ by searching from
different sources.

6. supportive / support
I'm old enough to ....................... myself but my 		
family still feels the need to be as .................... 		
as they can especially about my education 		
expenses.

b) Public transportation in this town is 			
the buses never come on time.

......................... ;
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Use a dictionary and match the following words with their synonyms and antonyms below.

a dve n

tu r o u

s

dis h o n es

mean

so cia ble

ADJECTIVE

generous
trustworthy
laid-back
shy
cool
truthful
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5. loyalty / loyal

rb
ve
ad

v

friends with them.

Her mom always tells Jackie to tell the 			
even if her mistake is so big. She 		
says being .................. will help her to be 			
forgiven more easily.

..................

t

un fri en dly

honest

SYNONYM

reliable

ne rvo us

e a sy- g o in

bountifu l

c oy
ANTONYM

g

unreliable

Test 1

FRIENDSHIP

For questions (1-10) choose the correct option to
fill in the blanks.

6

1 After Susan had married the mayor, she became
and stopped talking to her old 			
friends.

7 Without her glasses, my grandmother can’t 		
her phone book so whenever she 		
wants to make a call, she asks for help.

2 Tomorrow is our 5th anniversary but I still 			
couldn’t
any clue from my husband 			
about what he has bought.

A order					B refuse
C scan					D discuss

A discuss				B describe
C elicit					D imagine

8 As a teacher, I try to teach how to
for our wrong doing.
www.phaseliseducation.com
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Thanks to Facebook, we have organized a 			
and nearly half of the old school 		
friends are planning to attend.

A reunion				B graduation
C sleepover			D slumber

A bad-tempered		 B arrogant
C aggressive			 D stubborn

3 The champion of the previous climbing 				
tournament was hired to
inexperienced 		
mountaineers.
			
A lead					B follow
C share					D twirl

1

		

A decide				B trust in
C accept				D apologize

9 His only
for copying his friend’s paper
was that he would fail if he didn’t do it.
A excuse				B invitation
C quotation			D trouble

10

The
student tried to copy his friend’s 		
exam paper while the teacher was explaining 		
a question.
A tactful				B determined
C honest				D sneaky
5 There are some basic rules to continue a 			
friendship. First of all, you shouldn’t
		
to your friend because the most important 			
thing in a friendship is mutual trust.
A back up				B tell lies
C discuss				D count on

Waiter: What would you like to
Simon: Well, I feel like pasta.
Waiter: Alright sir. Anything to drink?
Simon: Not now.
A trait					B order
C buy					D expect

, Sir?

7

Test 2

FRIENDSHIP

For questions (1-4) choose the correct option to
fill in the blanks.

6 Which of the following matching is NOT				
CORRECT?

1 How
he is! He always looks down 		
on people in the office.

A
B
C
D

A outgoing				B social
C entertaining			 D arrogant
2 Thanks for your
I can’t make it.

A invitation				B expectation
C apology				D definition

Which of the following words CANNOT be 			
used to complete sentences above?

3 Joe: Would you like to come over for a snack?
Sally: No dude, I’m really
.

A swiftly				B make it
C come over			 D get on well

friend / curious			
relation / selfish
definition / thoughtful						
intention / talkative

5
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A hungry				B starving
C full						D thirsty

A
B
C
D

buddy = close friend
sleepover = pyjama party
trust = count on
back up = rely on

7 I I need to talk with you tonight. Can you
		 for a drink?
II It is impossible to walk
when the 		
		roads are icy!
III Sorry but it’s better for me not to
		
		as I don’t like your cousin much.

but unfortunately

4 If you want to have a good
with your 		
friends you shouldn’t be
and you 		
should share your belongings with them.

1

8 I The weather is
today. Why don’t we 		
		 have a BBQ?
II She is a
girl, don’t wait her to call you
		 for your birthday.
III Joe how can you be so
you have an 		
		exam tomorrow but you’r playing computer 		
		 games for hours.
Which of the following words CANNOT be used 		
to complete any of the sentences above?
A awesome			B selfish
C relaxed				D forgetful
9 Our school doesn’t organize an end of term 			
party so my plan is to give it at our garden with 		
our classmates.
The underlined word refers to

.

A school				B our garden
C plan					D end of term party

Which of the following party DOES NOT have 		
a picture above?
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A
B
C
D

beach party
barbecue party
New year’s eve party
end of term party

10 She is worried about her exam results. If she 		
fails, she should take the course again.
Which of the following IS the antonym of the 		
underlined word above?
A laid-back				B bearable
C reliable				D hopeful

